## BSCA National Specialty Results

### Thursday 5/2/2019

**Sweepstakes - Ann MacKay, Judge**

### Puppy

**6 mos & under 9 mos Dogs**
- #41 Verseau's Sirius Black - Penny King & Ramona Kraft
  - 1st BOSw
- #13 Kindred's The Great Gatsby - Roxanne Chumbley & Kole Dunsworth
  - 2nd
- #11 Brauanna's Kido Yazaemon - Lizette Marr
  - 3rd

**9 mos & under 12 mos Dogs**
- #31 Semper Fye Born to Be a Star a Kennaree - Jana Behm & Daniel Behm & Sarah Rosencrans & Lillian Brock
  - 1st
- #17 Phoenix Walk on the Wild Side - Lynn South
  - 2nd
- #15 Semper Fye n Kennaree's Bexley - Mary Lynn Neer
  - Abs
- #19 Dayspring N Moonlite's You Got to Be Kidding - Anne Marie Lynch & Juliana Hite
  - Abs
- #21 Zed de la Terre Sauvage - Lindsay Jackson & Maureen Gargan
  - Abs

**9 mos & under 12 mos Bitches**
- #12 Kindred's Girl Friday - Roxanne Chumbley & Kole Dunsworth
  - 1st

**12 mos & under 15 mos Dogs**
- #32 Kindred's Girl Friday - Roxanne Chumbley & Jill & Ron Thomas
- #23 Doerun's Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah - Ernestine Bayer
  - Exc

**15 mos & under 18 mos Dogs**
- #229 CH Dojo's You Snook Me All Night Long - Donna Hayes
  - 1st
- #27 Yukon du Chemin des Sorcieres - Mary Stephens & Zindell Stephens
  - 2nd

**6 mos & under 9 mos Bitches**
- #12 Kindred's Girl Friday - Roxanne Chumbley & Kole Dunsworth
  - 1st

**9 mos & under 12 mos Bitches**
- #14 Semper Fye Bombs Away at Khe Sanh - Lisa Goddard
  - 1st
- #24 Okarina du Crepscule des Loups - Michele Ricci
  - 2nd
- #22 Semper Fye Belle of the Ball at Kennaree - Bruce Benson & Debbie Benson
  - 3rd
- #56 Sans Brancos NicNac Paddy Whack - Terri Ann Votava & K Benkiser & A Watkins
  - 4th
- #16 Sans Brancos Now or Never - Valerie McKagen
- #18 Isengard's Start Me Up at Chantryile - Eleanor Heagy & Greg Storms & Shery Alligood
- #20 Mika Uptown Girl Liswyn - Kathy Sutton DVM & Lisa Leffingwell

**12 mos & under 15 mos Bitches**
- #28 Sarron Notorious - Sherri Swabb
  - 1st BISw
- #26 Kindred Dress to Impress - Roxanne Chumbley & Matthew Chumbley
  - 2nd
- #30 Sarron All We Need Is Now - Elizabeth Hodges & Karen Hodges
  - 3rd
- #36 Images First Moon at Galaxie - Sandy Hammel
  - 4th
- #34 Images Field of Dreams - Patricia Solomon

**15 mos & under 18 mos Bitches**
- #38 Sarron Black Ice - Sherri Swabb
  - 1st

### Veteran

**7 years & under 9 years Dogs**
- #103 GCH Mika In Between Liswyn - Lisa Leffingwell & Kathy Sutton
  - 1st
- #101 GCH Liswyn's Xclusive Engagement - Cynthia Ryder & Tamara Holloway
  - 2nd

**9 years & under 11 years Dogs**
- #105 GCH CT Farwoods Winter Solstice VCD2 PUD AX AXJ SWA SCE SIE - Terry Brown
  - 1st BISw
- #111 CH Rolin Ridge Golden Grammy RE PT MX MXJ XF CGC - Annette Sullivan & Linda McCarty
  - 2nd
- #123 Sans Brancos Amazing Adventure - Aileen Horwath
  - 3rd
- #113 GCH Moonlite's Another Li'l Dickens PCD BN RA MX AXJ OF - Juliana Hite & Joan Stiemel
  - 4th
- #107 GCH Morningstar's Zack RA CD - Julia Fiechter
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#115 CH Isengards Waiting for First Light - Marion Lloyd & Lorra Miller
#119 Sans Brancos Bellweather Bran CD BN RE TKP - Kate Taylor

13 years & over Dogs
#117 CH Cibola's Five Gold Rings LaJon-Ice RN - Melinda Andric
#127 Simbad de Lescaut CD PCDX RE - Lynnette Gandl

7 years & under 9 years Bitches
#102 GCH Black Gold Unique Design - Eileen Indorato
#104 CH Blak Jak's You Had Me at Hello BN RN - Darcy Ferrentino & Patty Naulty
#220 GCH Morningstar's Electra - Julia Fiechter
#127 Simbad de Lescaut CD PCDX RE - Lynnette Gandl

9 years & under 9 years Bitches
#106 Jou Jou de la Terre Sauvage - Karen Fink

9 years & under 11 years Bitches
#112 CH Hobbiton's Blissful Sophie CGC - Katrina Bennett
#114 GCH Isengard's Z-Lucy Wagalicious CDX BN RE MXB MJB OF CGC DN - Marion Stark & Hartmut Stark
#116 GCH Dayspring's Absolute Fun BN RN - Anne Marie Lynch
#118 CH Amethyst Run Around Sue CD BN RE CGC TKN - Barb Trezza & S Reed & C Wiles
#244 GCHB Sandevel's Spotlight on Me CD RAE HSAs RATCH - Lesley Newman
#292 GCHB Sandevel's Something to Talk About - Jana Behm & Tori Behm

11 years & under 13 years Bitches
#124 GCHS PACH Sarron Simply Three Times a Lady RE PT OA OAJ MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB OFP T2BP THDN
#126 MACH8 PACH2 Masterpiece's E Street Echo CDX RE MXG3 MJC3 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX2 XF T2B4 CGC T2B

13 years & over Bitches
#125 CH Bluemoons Obsession - Sherry Sanchez
#126 MACH8 PACH2 Masterpiece's E Street Echo CDX RE MXG3 MJC3 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX2 XF T2B4 CGC T2B

Working Dogs
#129 MACH3 Spitfire's Meet Me in the D CD BN RE MXB2 MJB2 NAP MFB T2B2 CGC TKI - Karen Agacinski
#227 GCH Tempest Forever True RN FDC CGCA CGCU TKA TT - Nancy Sanders & Elton Sanders
#133 MACH Blackforest's Bone Collector VCD2 UD GO RE MXB MJB - Tim Tedrow

Working Bitches
#136 GCH Lyonesse's Lady of the Lake VCD2 RE PT MX AXJ OF CGC TKI - Margo Gray & Steve Gray
#114 GCH Isengard's Z-Lucy Wagalicious CDX BN RE MXB MJB OF CGC DN - Marion Stark & Hartmut Stark
#126 MACH8 PACH2 Masterpiece's E Street Echo CDX RE MXG3 MJC3 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX2 XF T2B4 CGC TKI
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